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Boolean-type retractable automata with traps 
As in other branches of the algebra, it is a natural idea to find connections 
between automata and their congruence lattices. For example, describe all 
automata whose congruence lattices are Boolean algebras. Although this 
problem will not be solved in this paper, we give a necessary condition for 
automata to be automata whose congruence lattices are Boolean algebras. 
The main object of this paper is to describe a special class of automata 
with this (necessary) condition. More precisely, we describe all Boolean-type 
retractable automata (Definition 4.) with traps. 
By an automaton we shall mean a system A = (A, X, S) consisting of a state 
set A, an input set X and a transition function 8 : A X X —• A (A ^ vyX ^ 0). 
Denote X* the free monoid over X and e the empty word of X. The transition 
function 8 can be extended to Ax X* such that 
for all a £ A, p £ X*. As known, an equivalence relation a on the state set 
A is called a congruence on the automaton A = (A, X, 8) if (a, b) £ a implies 
(6(a, x), 8(b, x)) £ a for all a, b £ A and x £ X. The set of all congurences of an 
automaton A forms a lattice. This lattice will be denoted by £(A). The least 
element and the greatest element of £(A) will be denoted by L and w, respectively. 
If p is a congruence on an automaton A = (A, X, 5) and A/p denotes the set of 
all p-classes [a]p of A, a £ A, then A / p = (A/p, X, Sp) is an automaton, where 8P is 
defined by letting £p([a]p, x) = [¿(a, x)]p, for all a € A and x £ X. The automaton 
A / p is called the factor automaton A modulo p. 
If R = (R, X, SR) is a subautomaton of an automaton A = (A, X, ¿) (here SR 
is the restriction of o to A),then the subset R of A will be called a right ideal of A 
(see [2]). It can be easily verified that, for every right ideal R of A, 
is a congruence on A. This congurence is called the Rees congurence determined by 
R. The factor automaton A/PR is called the Rees factor automaton of A modulo 
PR (or modulo R). 
A mapping <p of the state set A of an automaton A = (A, X, a) into the state 
set B of an automaton B = (B, X, /9) is called a homomrphism of A into B if 
A (a (a, x)) = /9(A(a), x) for all a £ A and x € X. The congruence on A determined 
by the homomorphism A will be denoted by con A. 
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D e f i n i t i o n 1 A right ideal R of an automaton A = (A, X, 5) will be called a retract 
right ideal if there is a homomorphism X of A onto R which leaves the elements of 
R fixed. X will be called a retract homomorphism of A. onto R . 
D e f i n i t i o n 2 We shall say that an automaton A. is a retractable automaton if 
every right ideal of A. is a retract right ideal. 
T h e o r e m 3 If A is an automaton such that £ ( A ) is complemented [5J, then A is 
a retractable automaton. 
Proof . Let R be a right ideal of an automaton A = (A, X, 5). If ¿ ( A ) is com-
plemented, then, for the Rees congurence pR, there is an element TJR in £ ( A ) such 
that PR A RJR = "t and PRVTJR = w. Then AIrjR = (A/r}RlX, SI^R) is isomorphic to 
R ={R,X,Sr). 
Let XR denote the canonical homomorphism of A onto A/T]R, that is TJR = 
con AR. Identifying A/TJR with R it can be easily verfied that A« is a retract 
homomorphism of A onto R. 
D e f i n i t i o n 4 An automaton A = (A, X, S) will be called a Boolean- type retractable 
automaton if, for every right ideal K of A, there is a retract homomorphism XR of 
A onto R such that RCS implies con A s C con XR in £ ( A ) , for all right ideals 
R and S of A. 
T h e o r e m 5 If A is an automaton such that £(A) is a Boolean algebra, then A is 
a Boolean-type retractable automaton. 
Proof . Let A = (A, X, 6) be an automaton such that -C(A) is a Boolean algebra. 
As a Boolean algebra is a complemented lattice, it follows, by Theorem 3, that 
A is a retractable automaton. Let R and S be arbitrary right ideals of A with 
RCS. Then PR C ps, that is PR A PS = PR. From this equality it follows that 
T)R V T)S = R]R, that is RFS C RJR which means that con As C con XR. Thus A is a 
Boolean-type retractable automaton. 
Following [4], an element ao of the state set A is called a trap of the automaton 
A = (A, X, 8) if S(ao, x) = ao, for all x € X. 
T h e o r e m 6 Every right ideal of a retractable automaton having traps contains a 
trap. 
Proof . Let iZ be a right ideal of a retractable automaton A = (A, X, 5) with traps. 
Let ao be an arbitrary trap of A and Ajj a retract homomorphism of A onto R . 
Then S(XR(OO),X) = XRISIOQ, X)} = XR(OO), for all x 6 X. So A^(ao) is a trap of 
A . As Aa(oo) € A , the tneorem is proved. 
D e f i n i t i o n 7 An automaton will be called a one-trap-automaton (or an OT-
automaton] if it has exactly one trap. If A = (A, X, S) is an OT-automaton with 
the trap ao, ihen it will be denoted by A = (A, ao). 
T h e o r e m 8 Every Boolean-type retractable automaton with traps has a homomor-
phic image which is a Boolean-type retractable OT-automaton. 
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Proof . Let A = (A, X, S) be a Boolean-type retractable automaton with traps. 
Let Rt denote the set of all traps of A . Then Rt is a right ideal of A. It is evident 
that the factor automaton A/PRT = (A/PRt,X,Srjlt) is an OT-autoamton. We 
show that A / P R T is also a Boolean-type retractable automaton. Let a denote the 
canonical homomorphism of A onto A / P R T - Let J? be an arbitrary right ideal of 
A J pRt. Then iZa - 1 = {a G A : a (a) 6 R} is a right ideal of A. By Theorem 
6, Rat'1 n iZt ^ 0. So J? contains the trap of A / P R T . As A is a Boolean-type 
retractable automaton, there is a retract homomorphism A^a-i of A onto Ra~l. 
We define a mapping A r of A J pRt onto R as follows 
Afi(a(o)) = Qi(A f lo-i(o)), 
for all a € A. We show that XR is a homomorphism of A/PRT onto R . Let a G 
A, x G X be arbitrary elements. Then 
sPR< (AtfMa)), x) = XPRT ( « (A*«-» (a)), x) = a(£(Aj{a-i (a), x)) 
= <*(A*a-i ( % , * ) ) ) = Aij(oi(i(a, x))) = XR{SPRt (a(a),x)). 
So Ai; is a homomorhism of A/pRt onto R. It is evident that XR leaves the el-
ements of R fixed. So Ar is a retract homomorphism of AJpRt onto R . Next 
we show that R\ C R2 implies con Ar3 C con ARt in £{A/pRt), for every 
right ideals Ri and R2 of A/pRt. Let Ri and R2 be right ideals of A /pR t 
with Ri C R2. Then i i i a - 1 C R2aand con XRJC[-i C con Ajt i a _ 1 - Let 
a,b be arbitrary elements of A with (a(a), a(6)) G con AR3, that is XR3 (a(a) = 
A^3(a(6|). Then a(Aji30[-i(a)) = a(Aji3a-i(i>)j and so XR3A-I(A),XR3A-I(B) G 
Rt or AR a a - i (o ) ,XR 3 a - i(b) 0 Rt and AH 3 a - i (a) = XRia-i(b). Assume 
Aii3a-i(o), XR a-i(b\ eRtC R^a-1 C R2a~K Then 0 ^ [a] con XR a-i HRt = [6] 
con Afl, «-Iflitt. As [a] con Aji,a-i niif C [a] con Afl i a - initt and [6] con A f l i a - in 
Rt Q [of con XRL„-I n Rt, we get AK,„-i(a) G Rt and XR,a~i(b) G Rt. Then 
a (A H i a - i (a ) ) = a:(Aji ia-i(6)), that is ^ ( « ( a ) ) = Afll(a(&i)- So (a(oj ,a(M) G 
con XRl. Assume AK 3 a - i (a) ,A f i , a - i (6) £ Rt,XR2a-i(a) = XR,a-i(b). Then 
(a,b) G con XR10[-i C con XRia-i, that is Aj j^ - i ia ) = XRia-i(b). So 
a(Afi i a - i (a) ) = a[XRia-x{b)) that is AR l (a(a)] = A^faiM). Thus (a(o),a(6)) G 
con ARR. Consequently con A^, C con ARj. S o A / p R t is a Boolean-type retractable 
OT-automaton. 
By Theorem 8, we can concetrate our attention to only Boolean-type retractable 
OT-automata. 
By [l], if a is a state of an automaton A = (A, X, 5), then the intersection of 
all right ideals of A containing a is called the principal right ideals of A generated 
by a. This right ideal will be denoted by .ff(a). It can be easily verfied that 
R[a) — 6(a,X*) = {£(a,p) : p G X*} . 
The relation Z on an automaton A = (A, X, 5) defined as follows 
Je = {(a, 6) G A X A : = R{b)} 
is an equivalence relation on A. The £-class of A containing the elements a of A 
will be denoted by Ra. Let iZ(a) — Ra be denoted by i?[aj. 
Theorem 9 If a is an arbitrary element of an OT-automaton A, then iZ[a] is 
either empty (if a is the trap of A) or a right ideal of A (if a is not the trap of A). 
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Proof. See, for example, [1]. 
Let A = {A, X, 6) be an automaton. The factor automata 3EL(a)/p^|aj will 
be called the principal r-factors of A and they will be denoted by R { a } . The 
state set and the transition function of R { a } will be denoted by R{a} and ijg,^} , 
respectively. 
Let T be a set with a partially ordering < such that every two-element subset of 
T has a lower bound in T and every non-empty subset of T having an upper bound 
in T contains a greates element. Then T is a semilattice under multiplication " 
by letting a • b(a, b £ T) be the (necessarily unique) greatest lower bound of a and 
6 in T. Following [6], a semilattice which can be constructed as above is called a 
tree. It is easy to see that the ideals of a tree T are those non-empty subsets I of 
T for which 6 £ I and a < 6 together imply a £ I for all a, 6 £ T. If / is an ideal 
of a tree T. then the mapping ir of T onto I letting fr(a) be the greatest element 
in the set (x € I : x < o } is a retract homomprhism of T onto I (see [6]). So evry 
ideal of a tree is a retract ideal [6]. 
T h e o r e m 10 The set Prf[A) of all principal r-factors of a retractable OT-
automaton A = (A, X, 5; ao) is a tree with the least element R { a o } under ordering 
< defined as follows: R{o} < R{6} if and only if R{a) C R(b). 
Proof . Let A = (A, X, OQ) be a retractable OT-automaton. It is evident that 
< is a partially ordering on Prf(A). Let { R { a , } : j 6 J } be a non-empty subset 
of Prf(A). Assume that R{ay} < ü { a } for some a £ A. We shall prove that 
there is an element jo in J such that R { a 3 } < i2{aJ0} for all j £ J. By the 
assumption that R { a y } < R { a } for all j £ J, we have R(a¿) C R(a) for all j £ J. 
As A is a retractable automaton, there is a retract homomorphism A of A onto 
B = (Ui?(oy ) ,X,i) . So A (a) e {u/Z(oy) : j £ J } that is A(a) £ R(aJ0) for some 
jo £ J. Thus .R(A(a)) C R(a:o). It can be easily verified that R(a}) C iZ(a) implies 
-R(A(ay)) C iE(A(a)) for all j £ J. So ü(A(o)) = R(aJO) that is R { a / 0 } is the 
greatest element of {R{ay} : j € J}. Let R { a } and R{6 } be arbitrary elements 
in Prf(A). Let K denote the set of all principal r-factors R { c } of A for which 
R { c } < J£{a} and R { c } £ R{6} . As ao is in every right ideal of A, it follows that 
K is not empty. So l t {a } and R{fc} have a common lower bound. Consequently 
the set of all principal r-factors of A forms a tree under ordering <. It is evident 
that R {ao } is the least element of Prf(A). 
Definit ion 11 We shall say that an OT-automaton A = (A, X, 5;ao) is trapped if 
6(a, x) = ao for all a £ A and x £ X. 
We note that a trivial automaton (when the state set has only one element) is 
trapped. 
Definit ion 12 An OT-automaton A = (A, X,S; a 0 ) will be called an r-simple OT-
automaton if it is not rapped and R = A or R = {ao}, for all right ideals R of 
A. 
T h e o r e m 1$ Every principal r-factor of an OT-automaton is either r-simple or 
trapped. 
Proof . Let a be an arbitrary element of an OT-automaton A = (A. X, £;a0 ) . It 
is easy to see that R { a } is an OT-automaton. If a = OQ, then K.{o} is trivial. 
Assume a j t aq. If S(b, x) £ i?[a] for all 6 £ Ra and x € X such that x) £ 7Z[a], 
then R { a } is r-simple. 
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Definit ion An OT-automaton is called an r-semisimple OT-automaton if its 
every principal r-factor is either trivial or r-simple. 
Next we characterize the r-semisimple OT-automata. Let X+ = X" — {e}, 
where e is the empty word. 
T h e o r e m 15 An OT-automaton A = (A, X, S-,a0) is r-semisimple if and only if 
every right ideal R of A satisfies the following: 
(i) for every a E R there are elements b E R and p E X+ suck that a = S(b,p). 
Proof . Let A = (A, X, 6\oo) be an r-semisimple OT-automaton. Let .ft be a right 
ideal of A . If a E R, then iZ(a) C R and R { a } is either trivial (if a = a0) or 
r-simple. We may assume a ^ an. Then R { a } is r-simple. So there is an element 
6 in R(a) - iZfa], such that S(b, i ) £ ii[a] for some x E X. So (i2[aj) U (£(6,p) : p E 
X + ) = R(a) which implies a = S(b,p) for some p E X+. 
Conversely, assum that an OT-automaton A = (A, X, 5; ao) satifies (i). We 
prove that A is r-semisimple. Let c be an arbitrary element of A. We may assume 
c ^ ao- Then R { c } is a non-trivial OT-automaton. We must show that R { c } is 
not trapped. Let a be an arbitrary element of iZ(c) with a ^ ao- Then, applying 
condition (i) for R = R(c), there are elements 6 in R(c) and p in X+ such that 
a = S(b,p). So R { c } is not trapped. Consequently A is r—semisimple. 
We remark that condition (i) can be exchanged by condition 
(ii) for every a E R there are elements b E R and x E X such that a = 5(6, x). 
Definit ion 10 Let A = (A, X, 6a) be a subautomaton of an automaton B = 
(B,X,6). We shall say that B is a dilation of A if there is a mapping <p of B 
onto A which leaves the elements of A fixed and S(b,x) = 5yi(v?(6),i) for all 6 E B 
and x E X. 
T h e o r e m 17 An automaton is a Boolean-type retractable OT-automaton if and 
only if it is a dilation of an r-semisimple Boolean-type retractable OT-automaton. 
Proof . Assume that B = (B,X,r);ao) is a Boolean-type retractable OT-
automaton. Let A = r}(B,X) = {r}(b,x) : b E B,x E X} and 6 be the restriction of 
r] to A. As B is a Boolean-type retractable automaton and A is a right ideal of B, 
there is a retract homomorphism <p of B onto A . Let Ba = {6 E B — A : ^>(6) = 
a}, a E A. If 6 E Ba, then A 9 *?(6,x) = <p(t](b,x)) = 5(v?(6),z). This implies that 
B is a dilation of A . 
It is evident that A is an r-semisimple OT-automaton (the r-semisimplicity 
follows from Theorem 15). 
We show that A is a Boolean-type retractable automaton. Let R be an arbi-
trary right ideal of A . Then R is also a right ideal of B. So there is a retract 
homomorhism of B onto R. The restriction of <p to A is a retract homomorphism 
of A onto R. As B is a Boolean-type retractable automaton, it follows that A is a 
Boolean-type retractable one. Thus the first part of the theorem is proved. 
Conversely, assume that an automaton B = (B,X,tj) is a dilation of an r-
semisimple Boolean-type retractable OT-automaton A = (A, X, 5;ao). Then there 
is a mapping <f> of B into A which leaves the elements of A fixed and rj(b, x) = 
£(»?(6), !c) for all 6 E B and x E X. 
It can be easily verfied that B is an OT-automaton with the trap ao-
We prove that B is a Boolean-type retractable automaton. Let / be a right ideal 
of B. Then R = 7n A is not empty and a right ideal of A. As A is a Boolean-type 
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retractable automaton, there is a retract homomorphism XR of A onto R . Let A j 
be defined on B as follows 
,M_ / b ifbei 
M 1 ~ \ Aj,(p(6)) if b£I. 
It is evident that A/ leaves the elements of I fixed and the restriction of A/ to A 
equals XR. We show that A/ is a homomorphism of B onto I. Let b G B and x G X 
be arbitrary elements. If b G A, then »j(A/(6),i) = »?(A.r(6), x) = £(Ar(6),z) = 
AH(i(6,a:)) = A /(5(6,a:)). 
If i G (B — A) n / , then rj(A/(6),i) = T)(b,x) = A/(n(6, x)), because r}[b,x) G 
/ . If 6 G (B - A) - / , then »7^(6) , x) = i j f A a M t ) ) , * ) = «(>«(»»(6)),®) = 
A * i % ( 6 ) , x ) ) = A / i « ^ ) , ® ) ) = A / > ( & , * ) ] . 
Thus A/ is a retract homomorphism of B onto I. 
Assume that I and J are right ideals of B with / C J . Let R\ = / n A 
and R2 = J H A. Then R\ C R2 and so con XR, C con A r 1 . We show that 
con A j C con A / . Assume (a, 6) G con A j',a,b G B. Then A j ( a ) = A j ( t ) . If 
a, 6 G J, then, by the definition of A j, we have a = b. In this case (a, b) G 
con A / . If a G 7 and b & J, then a = A / i a ) = A j ( 6 ) = AH,(y>(6)l G A . So 
o G A n J = from which we get a = XR3 (a). Thus XR. (a) = AR3 (p(b)) and so 
= ^ ( ^ ( 6 ) } = A/ (6) . II a e I, then Ah, (a) = A / ( a ) . II a G-1, then, using 
a = <p(a), we get A jr1 (a) = XR1(<P(O)) = A ¡(a). So A / ( a ) = A j(b). In the case 
o £ J, the proof is similar. 
If a, 6 £ J , then A j ( a ) = Aj (6 ) implies AB j(»p(a)) = XR. (»3(6)). Then, by 
con Aji, Q con A RLT we get A ^ ^ a ) ) = Ajij so A / ( a ) = A / (6 ) , because 
a,b&I. 
Thus con A j C con A/ has been proved. Consequently B is a Boolean-type 
retractable OT-automaton. Thus the theorem is proved. 
Let A = (A, X, S;ao) be an OT-automaton. Consider the set 
A - { a 0 } if |A| > 1 
{ao} if A = {a 0 } 
and define the transition function 6° : A0 x X —• A0 as follows 
cOin _ / ¿ K l ) if a,5(a,x) G A0 
M a , : C , ~ \ n o t c defined if a £ A0 or 6(a, x) <£ A0. 
(A0, X, 5°) is a partial automaton which will be denoted by A 0 . 
We note that if A is a trivial automaton then A 0 equals A . 
A mapping <p of A° into A2 will be called a partial homomorphism of a partial 
automaton A ° = (Aj, X, 5°) into a partial automaton A ° = (A2,X, 5%) if 61 (a, x) G 
A$ implies ¿2(^(0), x) G A2 and ¿2 (v(<*),x) = i ( a i z)) for all a G A$ and i e l 
Consider the following construction. 
Let T be a tree with a least element u. For every a G T — {1/}, let A a = 
(Aa,X, Sa;aa) be an r-simple OT-automaton and let Au = ({ao}, X, 6U) be a 
trivial automaton. 
Assume Aa D Ap = 0 if a ^ 
For all a,f) G T with a > /?, let fa>p be a partial homomorphism of A° into A°p 
such that 
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(i) <paa = idA° (the identical mapping of A°) , 
(ii) ppn(<pa,0{a)) = ^ , , ( « 1 , for all a € A°a and a > /3 > ( a , 0 , 7 G T). 
Assume that 
(iii) for every a > ¡3 and b G A^ there are elements a G A° , 
p = 11I2 . . . in G -X"+(ii, X2,.. . x„ G A") and 
ao o i , . . . , an G T such that a = ao > ai > . . . > an — fi and 
a 0 a , x x ] = Oi:, 
Sai (<pa,ai (a), i i ) , x2] = a 2 
Ctt^a.-iiPa.a.ia).!!^...!»),!.-)-!] = «»+1, 
S„_L[IA„_1 ((IPA.O»-! (O)> XLX2 . .. IN-L), XN\ = «M 
SaA'Pa,aAo),XlX2 . . .Xn) = 6. 
Let A = {UA° : a G T}. 
Define a transition function S : A X X —• X as follows. If a G A° and x E X, 
then let 6{a,x) = ¿5|0(S] xj (o), x). 
It can be easily verified that A = (A,X,S;ao) is an automaton which will be 
denoted by [AA, X, Sa; <paj,T, a0]. 
Next, we describe the r-semisimple Boolean-type retractable OT-automata. 
Theorem 18 An automaton is an r-semisimple Boolean-type retractable OT-
automaton if and only if it is isomorphic with an automaton \Aa,Xf8a\<pa^,T,aof 
constructed as above. 
Proof . In the first part of the proof, we show that A = [Aa,X,Sa',<patp,T,ao] is 
an r-semisimple Boolean-type retractable OT-automaton. It is evident that A is 
OT-automaton. 
We show that A is retractable. Let I be a right ideal of A. By the assumption 
that AOJ a ET — { f } are r-simple and A„ is a trivial automaton, it follows that I 
is of the form {UA° : a G T} where T is a non-empty subset of T. We show that 
r is an ideal of T. Let a ^ i/ be an arbitrary element of I*. We show that /3 < a 
implies f3 ET for all f) ET. Let ft E T and b E Ap be arbitrary elements such that 
f} < a. By (iii), there are elements a in A°, p = X1X2 . . . x„ in X+ and ai , a2, ...an 
in T with a > a% > . . . > an = (3 such that 
¿ ( a . x ^ G A ^ 
5(a, X!X2) = ¿ ( ¿ ( a . x ^ x a ) G A°3 
5(a,xxx2 ...xn) = b = 5 (5 ( . . . i (5 (o , ix ) ,x 2 ) . . - ) , x „ ) G A°p. 
As a E A° and A° C J, we have 6(a, xxx2 . . . x„) G I. So A^ n I ^ 0 which 
implies A°g C I, that is fi E T. Thus T is an ideal of T. 
Let IT denote the retract homomorphism of T onto T. We define a retract 
homomorphism A/ of A onto I as follows. For an arbitrary element a in A, let 
A/ (a) = <pa,„(a) (a), a G A°a. (1) 
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By (i) and the fact that ir is a retract homomorphism of T onto T, we can see 
that A/ leaves the elements of / fixed. We prove that A/ is a homomorphism. Let 
a G A and x G X be arbitrary elements. We may assume a ^ a0. Let a G A° , a ^ v. 
Then 
A/(5(a,z)) = A/(55la>x)(i0a,5|o,s](a),a;)) = 
= ¥>aja,.],ff(ala,.l) (¿afcx) (Va.Sja.x] (a). *)) = 
= 5»r(a|a,x]) (*>a,»(ala,«]) (a), *) G A° ( 5 fa i S ] ) , (2) 
using (ii) and the fact that &^a,x\<Pa,a\a,x\(a), x ) G and so <Pa\a,x\,«(a\a,x\) 
maps ía[a,i](í?a )5i0 i ¡ e](a),i) into A° ( s j o x ] ) . 
On the other hand, using (ii), 
i (A/(a),z) = i(<Pa.ir(a)(a),s) = 
e ¿ 2 
>r(<»)|¥><,,»(<,)(<»),x)' 
To prove that Xi(6(a,x)) = i (A/ (a) , i ) , we show that (2) and (3) are equal to 
each other.. 
First consider the case when afa, x] > jr(a). Then a > a[a, i ] > 7r(a), and 
so 7r(a[a,z]) = 7r(a). Thus (2) is equal to £*(<») ( ° ) i x ) which is in 
This also implies that ^ ( « ^ ^ „ ( ^ ( a ^ z ] = ir(a), because <pa<n(a)(o) e 
and £»(<,) (Vcr.íríajío), x ) is not equal to the trap of A„(a ) . Thus (3) is equal to 
Íirfaí^a.írfa) (a)i x) which means that (2) and (3) are equal to each other. 
Consider the case a[o. i ] < ff(a). As T is an ideal of T and ir(a) G T, we have 
a[a,z] G T. So ?r(a[a,z]j = a[a,zj. Thus (2) is equal ¿aia,x](¿a,ala,x](a). As 
^(a),sia,x](V5a,ff(a)(a)) = VaíF|a,»] (<*) (see (ii)), we have 
^Flo,«](V>w(a),ala,x](Va,ff(a)(o))»a:) = ¿aja.x] (íPa.ala.x) (a), x) G A||a ^ . 
So ir(a)[^a i f f (a) (a), x] > a[a, x\. 
Let P be an arbitrary element of T with fl"(a) > ft > a[a, z]. Then 
^(p«(a),/»(íPa,n(o)(a)).a;) = As P > a[a,z), w e get that 
6p{Pa,p{o)I x) is the trap of Ap. 
We note that this also implies that ¿»(ajíVa.f (<*)(a)ix) is the trap of 
¿»(a). because ¿„(ají^a,»(«)(<»)>x) G A° ( a ) would imply that 6^(<pn(a)tp 
(*><.,*(«) W W = <Pn(a),p (^(a)(*>a,w(a)(a).a:) G contradicting that an au-
tomata 6p{tpaif,{a),x) = S0[<p„{a)iP(<pai„{a){q)),x) is the trap of Ap. Conse-
quently j r í a J ^ ^ í a ) . ® ] < a|g, z], This and 5r(a)[y5a,„(a)(a), > a[a,z], 
proved above, together imply that ff(a)[y>aiir(a)(a), z] = a[o, z]. So (3) is equal 
to <5a|a,x] (Va.ala.x] (a)> x ) which equals (2). Consequenlty A/ is a homomorphism of 
A onto I. 
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To show that A is a Boolean-type retractable automaton, we prove that I C 
J implies con Aj C con A/, for all right ideals I and J of A where A/ and A j 
constructed as in (l). Let I C J be right ideals of A . Then / = {UA° : a E T / } 
and J = {UA£ : P E T / } , T/ and T j are ideals of T. Let irt and vj be the 
retract homomorphism of T onto / and J, respectively. Let A j and A j denote the 
retract homomorphism of A onto A / pi and A / p j , respectivel. We must show that 
con A j C con A/ (that is A/(a) = Xj(b) implies Aj(a) = A/(6) for all a, 6 E A). 
Let a and 6 be arbitrary elements in A with a E A°a and b E A^, for some a,/3 E T. 
If Xj(a) = Xj(b), then, by (l) , pa , f f J(a)(a) = <pp,nj(p){b). So fl-j(a) = j t / ( 0 ) . As 
/ C J, we get 5T/(oi) = *"/(/?). As Kj(a) > wi(a) and wj(fi) > «"/(/?), we have 
¥><«,*,(<*) (a) = <Pfrj(a),ff/(a)(<Pa,Wj(a)(a)) = <P*j(P),*tlP){<Pp,*jlP)(l>)) = <Pp,n,{p){b), 
that is A/(a) = A/(6). 
Consequently con XJ C con A/. Thus A is a Boolean-type retractable automa-
ton. 
We show that A is r-semisimple. Let I be a right ideal of A . Then I = {uA° : 
a E T} where T is an ideal of T. If / = {ao}, then let A/(a) = ao for all a E A. 
It is evident that A/ is a homomorphism of A onto I. Assume I ^ {ao}. Let a be 
an arbitrary element of I. Then a E for some a E T. We show that there are 
elements b in I and p in X+ such that a = 8(b,p). We may assume a ^ ao. Let 
6 be an arbitrary element in A° . As Aa is r-simple, R(b) (in A a ) equals A 0 . So 
a = 8a (6, p) for some p E X I f |A° | > 1 then b can be choosen such that b ̂  a. In 
this case p E X+. If A° = {a } then, by the ¡--simplicity of A, there is an element 
q in X+ with a = Sa(a,q) (in the other case Aa must be trapped). Consequently 
a = 5(6, p) for some 6 E I and p E X+. Thus A is an r-semisimple automaton. 
To prove the converse, let A = (A, X, 8, ao) be an r-semsimple Boolean-type 
retractable OT-automaton. Then there is a family $ of retract homomorphisms <PR 
of A onto R, R are right ideals of A , such that 22i C R2 implies con Ajj, C con A/j, 
for all right ideal Ri,R2 of A . It is evident that A = Ua6i l22a(= Ua 6 j 4 iZ0{a}). 
By Theorem 10, the set Prf(A) of all principal r-factors of A is a tree under 
ordering < defined as follows: R { a } < R { 6 } if and only if R(a) C 22(6). The least 
element of Prf(A) is R{ao } , which is a trivial automaton. As A is r-semisimple, 
the automata R { a } , a E A are r-simple OT-automata and |R{a}| = 1 if and only 
if a = a0. It is evident that R { a } n R { 6 } = 0 if R { a ) ^ R{6} . Let R { a } , R { 6 } 
be arbitrary elements of Prf(A) with R { a } > R{6} (that is R(a) 2 R(bj). Let 
V?R(a),Jz(6) denote the restriction of the retract homomorphism <pn(b) E $ to R(a). 
We show that <PR(a),R(b) maps Ra into Rb- Let z be an arbitrary element of Ra. 
If 6 = a0, then <pR{a),R{b)[z) = ao E Rb. We show that G Rb also 
holds for all 6 ao. Assume, in an indirect way, that <PR(a),R(b) (z) 0 Rb for some 
z E Rat b ± ao. As 22(6] is a right ideal of A , we get Rb $ 5(»?R(a),.R(6)(z), x) = 
VR(a),R(6)(5(«,®)) for all x E X. As 8(z,X) = R(a), we get 
1PJE(.).JZ(6)(iZ(a)) C H[6]. (4) 
As <PR(b) maps A onto R(b) and leaves the elements of 22(6) fixed, we get that 
¥>fl(a),ii(6) maps 22(a) onto 22(6) and leaves the elements of 22(6) fixed. Consequently 
Pft(a),R(6)(*(a))=22(6), 
contradicting (4). So <pR(a)tR[b){Ra) Q Rb- Thus <PR{a),R(b) determines a par-
tial homomorphism R/m the partial automaton R ° { a } into the partial 
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automaton R° {6 } as follows: 
We show that the family of all partial homomorphisms R{&} ( R { a } i 
R {6 } € Prf (A)) satisfies conditions (i), (ii) and fiii). 
It is evident that <PR{a}iB.{6} = i d R o { a } (see (i)). 
To show (ii), let R { a } > R {6 } > R { c } be arbitrary elements of Prf|A). Let e 
be an arbitrary element of Ra. As <PR(a), <PR(b)l<PR(c) G we have con <PR(a) £ 
con ¥>ji(6) C con <pR(c), that is (*>«(&)(«)) = <pR(c){e)- Prom this equality we 
get 
?>A(6),A(c)(PA(a),X(6)(e}) = <PR(a),R(c) («)• 
So the elements of $* satisfy condition (ii). 
To prove condition (iii), 
let R { o } > R{6} . Let / £ Rb. As i2(a) = {£(a,p) : 
p € X*}, there is an element p in X+ such that / = 5(o,p). If p = xix2 ... xn, 
then there are elements oi, 02 , . . . , o „ = b in A such that 
6(a,xi) € Rai 8{a,xiX2) £ Rai 
f = 5(o, HX2 ...xn)e Rb. 
The proof will be complete if we show that 8 (a, x) = (<p_ , , 
±t{a}|a,x] 1 ± t {a} ,xt {a} [a ,x| 
(a),x),a £ R a , where R{a} (o , x] is the greatest element of the set { R { 6 } £ 
Prf(A) : (vh.{0} R{6}(°)>1) e Let € Ra and x £ X be arbitrary el-
ements. Then there is an element 6 in A such that R { i } < R { o } and 6(a, x) £ Rb. 
If c is an element of A such that R { c } < R{6} , we have o(¥>fl(0),ii(c)(a)i®) = 
(v«(<x),Jre(6)(«)). ic) = V=»Ji(b),R{c)̂ (v îi(a),J2(6) ( a ) . a:) £ Rc, because 
iPfl(6),ii(c) maps Rb into Rc. 
If c is an element of A such that R { c } > R{&}, that is R(c) D i2(6), then 
5(o,x) g Rc and so 8(a, x) = y>je(a),/i(c)d(a,a:) = <pR(A),R(C){o),x) g Rc. Conse-
quently 5(pH ( o ) i i i ( c ) (o) ,x) g Rc for all R { c } > R { 6 } and i(pfi(0),R(<f)(a)t x) £ 
,x) = Rd for all R { d } < R{6} . Thus R{6} = R{o} [o ,x) and so 5(o,; 
f°r ^ ° £ Ra ^ 1 £ ^ ThCn H * 
fied and A S l R j a } , ^ ^ , ^ R { 6 } , Prf(A),a0]. 
Thus the theorem is proved. 
E x a m p l e 1 Let A = (A, .X", i ) be an automaton such that 
satis-
A = {00,01,02,03,04}, X = { x , y } 
and 
8 oo Oi 0 2 03 04 
X OQ Oo Oo Oo Oo 
y 00 o 2 Oi 04 a3 
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The right ideals of A are IQ — {a 0 } , h = {ao,01,02}, / 2 = { 0 0 , 0 3 , 0 4 } and 
/ 3 = A. 
Consider the following mappings: 
Ao : A —• { f l o } such that Ao(a) = oo for all a 6 A, 
Ai : A —• I\ such that Ai(o) = o for all a £ J i and 
A I ( O 3 ) = OI, A I ( O 4 ) = O 2 , 
A2 : A — • / 2 such that A2(a) = a for all a £ /2 and 
A 2 ( 0 1 ) = o 3 , A 2 { O 2 ) = a 4 , 
A3 : A —• A such that A3 (0) = a for all a E A. 
It can be easily verfied that A{ is a retract homomorphism of A onto I«,t = 
0,1,2,3, and that A is an r-semisimple Boolean-type retractable OT-automaton 
(with the trap o0). 
Consider the following automata 
A 0 = ( { o 0 } ,X , S0), A i = ( {oo,ai ,a2} ,X,5i ) , A 2 = ({o0 , o3 , a4} , X, S2), 
where 
So oo h ao Ol 02 82 ao a3 04 
X Oo X 00 ao ao X 00 00 Oo 
y ao y Oo Ol Ol y Oo 02 o3 
A 0 is a trivial automaton, Ax and A 2 are r-simple OT-automata. Let T = {0,1,2}, 
a subset of the set of the non-negative integers with the usual ordering. T is a tree. 
Let 
<Piti be the identical mapping of A°, t = 0,1,2, 
<Pi,o '• A° — • {ao} such that ^1,0(0) = 00 for all a E A^, 
<P2,o '• A2 — • {ao} such that £>2,0(0) = ao for all a e A2, 
<P2,i '• — " such that p2 ) i (a3 ) = oi, V2,i(a4) = a 2-
It can be verified that <pij,i,j E T with t > j, satisfy conditions (i) (ii) and 
(iii). Moreover 
A =[A,-, X, Si; tpij, T, o0]. 
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